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Tools, Techniques, & Tricks for  

Orchid Growing! 
 

An in-person Presentation by Jeff Morris  
Second Vice-President of Charlottesville Orchid Society 

 

Sunday, January 15th from 1 pm to 5 pm:  Presentation at 2 pm 
In the Azalea Room at Lewis Ginter Botanical Garden 

 

Over 33 years ago I purchased a phalaenopsis for a gift 
to give to a relative.  Silly me, at the time I decided that 
I could grow this strange plant and purchased a seedling 
for myself.  This has lead to an addiction to orchids that 
involved doubling my collection every 6 months for the 
first several years.  Currently I grow in excess of 2500 
orchids in 3500 sq. ft. of greenhouse space.  Early on I 
favored paphiopedilums and vandas.  These are still 
among my favorites, but I now grow over 100 genera.  
I am currently 2nd vice president of the Charlottesville 
Orchid Society having served 5 terms as President. I 
have been fortunate enough to receive over 40 AOS 
awards over the years, most of them cultural.   

Jeff will bring plants to sell! 
(Members may not be bring plants to sell.) 

 

Cattleya  perciviliana ‘Xavier’ and friend 



 President’s Message  
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Happy New Year to all VOS Members!!  
 
Just like my private life, the VOS has a lot of things going on!!  
 
Our signed MOU’s with Lewis Ginter Botanical Garden (LGBG) for both 
the Annual Show and our meeting space have been in place since  
September. In addition to underwriting several costs for our show, LGBG 
is also providing a free pass to members so they can view the show – so be 
sure your dues are paid up!! All LGBG members can attend as part of their 
membership. Our show committee has been busy finalizing vendors (we 
will have 9 vendors this year and an art show!), participating societies,  
layouts, marketing, and gathering volunteers. While we have some  
members signed up to help, we do have several spaces where we need 
more volunteers. Volunteers will receive passes for the time they work 
should they need to be in the conservatory. Please support your VOS by 
volunteering – sign-up sheets will be available at the meeting.  
Can’t volunteer your time?. . . then consider supporting the VOS through 
donations for various show awards. I had the pleasure of supporting the 
‘Best Phalaenopsis in the Show’ last year and am looking forward to  
donating for a special award again this year. 
 
We also have a by-laws committee who will be reviewing and revising our 
by-laws to keep up with changes in our meetings, methods of  
communication, and organizational needs. If you have some ideas or input 
you would like to share with the committee, please let me know and I’ll 
put you in touch with the committee. 
 
I hope to see everyone for the meeting in the Azalea Room at Lewis Ginter 
Botanical Garden on January 15th. If you can’t join us in person, please 
join us through Zoom via the link included in the email that brought you 
this newsletter. 
 
Donna   
 
 

Our Meeting Location: 

The Azalea Room in the 

Kelly Education Center 
Lewis Ginter Botanical Garden  
1800 Lakeside Ave., Henrico, VA  23228  

 

 

Covid-19 Compliance:  Currently the Garden has no covid-19 restrictions.  Thank 
you for helping us maintain the health and safety of our members, but please do not come if 
you feel ill. 
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Request for Help - Lost & Found 
● The VOS is looking for a volunteer to be responsible for the framed logo painting and easel that is displayed at each 

meeting.  The task is simply to bring these to our meetings and take them home for safe-keeping. 
 

● In the Lost & Found department:  The VOS has a grayish black umbrella from the August picnic at Gaskins Rd. and  

a fabric pot carrier from last month’s holiday meeting at the Faison Center.  
 

Please contact Robin Maiorana at rmyorana@gmail.com to volunteer or to claim the two items. 

Orchid Resources 
It is time to expand the resource tab on our website to include a listing of orchid organizations, both national and  
regional, and websites that offer useful information on all aspects of orchid identification (thinking “species” of any  
genera), growing orchids, and any other orchid related topic that you have found interesting and helpful.  Please send 
your suggestions to the VOS.  virginiaorchidsociety@gmail.com  
 

Ron, webmaster 

Our 2023 VOS/AOS Judged Show 
Happy New Year to Everyone! 2023 is here, so our show is not far away too. 
 

Very exciting to know that we are already set for the show with 10 vendors, including all previous year’s vendors and  
3 new vendors! Once their registration forms will be processed we will add the list of vendors and their website  
addresses to VOS and LGBG websites. We also will have visiting orchids societies participating and we are expanding 
our lectures series too. Many new beginnings for our members to enjoy and help out with various tasks. As usual we 
will have sign up sheets at January meeting. Please, do participate by signing up. One more important note: in the past 
the members sponsored the Best in Class trophies - like Best Phalaenopsis, Best Cattleya etc. We would like to continue 
that tradition and would like you to choose the type of orchid really close to your heart and support that trophy. We plan 
to make a poster with sponsor's names to thank them. Please, let Robin Maiorana or Irina Neverova know if you are  
interested. We also are working on the promotion of our show via different channels in social media and other  
publications. If you have any suggestions of organizations or similar like-minded groups that we can include in our  
contact list, please, let LeAnne Wingo - our PR person - know, and please provide contact information if it is available. 
She will have some printed show flyers available at the meeting but I encourage members to print it from the PDF file 
attached to this newsletter for distribution at the suitable places.  Jpeg versions of the flyer are available via a simple 
“save as” right click on the flyer on our website (www.vaorchidsociety.org). 
 
 

Looking forward to a great show that we will put together! 
 

Irina, show chair 

Semi-hydroponics and an Offer From Karen Collier 
“I no longer grow using that method and have buckets and buckets of the expanded clay pebbles.  I no longer have a use 
for them.  I am willing to offer them to any member that could use them.  I will bring them to the next meeting if anyone 
is interested and can bring containers to carry them home.  Email me if interested.“ 
Karen Collier - karenlouise424@aol.com 

Donate your Orchid Books 
If you have books about any aspect of orchids languishing on your shelves, please consider donating them to the VOS 
sales booth at our annual show.  This would be a perfect opportunity to offer your books to new orchid growers who 
attend our show.  Any books not sold will be donated to the library at Lewis Ginter Botanical Garden.  Please bring your 
unwanted books to our January or February meeting. 



4 Photos by Cyndi Koe 

Photos From the December Show Table 
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Evaluating Potting Media—Orchids 101 

Doug Conkin 

Reprinted with permission from “Orchid Digest,” J-A-S 2006 
www.orchiddigest.org  

 

FEW SUBJECTS within the orchid growing hobby engender as much debate as potting media. These tend to be highly 
personal and highly subjective matters; talk with ten different growers about their potting mix, and chances are you will 
come up with ten different answers. Growers may use similar ingredients, but each has his or her own distinctive blend. 
To many beginning and intermediate growers this obsession with potting materials may seem much ado about nothing; 
serious growers, however, know that the right ingredients formulated specifically for their growing conditions and  
watering practices can make the difference between mere cultural adequacy and excellence.  

 

How do growers evaluate a potting mix to determine what is best for them? How do we see through the plethora of     
marketing gimmicks to get the truth about a particular ingredient? In this article, I hope to shed some light on the subject, 
so other growers can find "a happy medium".  
 

Let's begin with an understanding of the purpose of the potting mix in the culture of orchids. A potting mix has several 
important purposes; it must support the plant in the pot and hold some moisture around the root zone; it should allow 
good air circulation around the roots; it may provide some nutrients; it should encourage strong root penetration  
throughout the depth of the pot; it must also maintain a proper pH range over time. Mixes that quickly become overly 
acidic or alkaline are not desirable for orchids. Most growers look for a medium that lasts at least two years. Once you 
have found a medium that meets at least these criteria, the full evaluation process can begin. 
 

The Chosen Ten Percent  
The first rule for evaluating a new potting mix is absolute and must never be violated. (I am loathe to use words like 
"absolute" and "never" in connection with any aspect of orchid culture, but in this instance they are appropriate.) NEVER 
pot more than 10 percent of your collection in an untried mix and NEVER pot your finest plants in an untried mix. This 
will prevent many tears of regret. I speak from personal experience, and trust me, you don't want to commit your favorite 
plant to a game of root-based Russian roulette. Many potting media do not live up to their advertising claims, and all new 
mixes require adjustments in culture by the grower. Discovering and understanding those adjustments takes time and  
experience on the part of the grower and a good deal of effort from the plants.  
 

Although you shouldn't use your best plants for the evaluation, do choose strong plants that are growing and flowering to 
their potential, with strong root systems. If the new mix proves to be unsatisfactory in the long run, at least these plants 
will have strong older growth and an adequate root system to fall back on.  
 

Choose plants representative of your collection, including those with differing root structure, sizes and water  
requirements. When evaluating a medium for a single group of orchids - for example, chopped sphagnum versus  
long-stranded sphagnum moss for pleurothallids - be sure to select a wide variety of species and hybrids from varying 
habitats and breeding lines. Basing your decisions on only a group of 20 plants of the same hybrid, or closely related 
plants, will not give you a clear picture of what might happen across the genus.  
 

Remember that most orchids respond positively to fresh mix, especially if repotted during active root growth. The plant's 
initial "enthusiasm" may quickly fade as it begins to grow into the new mix or as growing conditions change due to  
seasonal factors. Don't base your conclusions about a mix on the first two months of growth; a period of 14 to 24 months 
is needed to really evaluate a new product. This will be discussed further below.  
 

Moisture Retention  
Controlled and well-regulated moisture retention is one of the key reasons we grow epiphytic or lithophytic orchids in 
pots rather than in a more natural state, i.e. mounted on cork pieces or logs. This is one of the most important aspects of a 
potting mix. The moisture-retaining capabilities must be carefully matched with the prevailing climate and the  
environment in which the plants are housed. A grower in south Florida raising his plants outdoors under shade cloth will 
have different moisture retention requirements than a grower in southern Arizona cultivating plants in a carefully  
controlled greenhouse. The Florida hobbyist chooses a material that drains rapidly and holds little residual moisture. He 
may decide to use a rock-based medium like Aliflor, or straight lava rock. This decision likely leads to success in a warm, 
moisture rich environment, but in the hot, arid environment of the desert Southwest, a rock-based mix may lead to  
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disaster. The Florida grower wants his mix to shed excess water as quickly as possible, while the Arizona grower wants a 
mix that holds water well and does not dry out overnight.  
The grower will need to learn how to water their collection again after changing to a new potting media. This relearning 
period is an essential aspect of the overall evaluation, and a great deal of knowledge can be garnered if the evaluation is 
carried out systematically and properly.  
 

Learning to water in a new medium can be challenging. I describe here the process I use, and hope others will find it  
helpful. First, group all the plants in the new mix together in the growing space; this makes it much easier to keep an eye 
on them and notice possible problems. Remember that your main goal with this group of plants is to ascertain how they 
are reacting to a new potting mix and for YOU to learn how to manage them correctly. Next, intersperse several pots of 
varying sizes full of the new mix but WITHOUT plants among the newly potted plants. Water the pots of mix just like 
any plant. Every day or two, empty the pot of mix out into your hand or onto a sheet of newspaper, being sure to expose 
the central part of the pot. Check the moisture level in the mix, replace the mix and place the pot back on the bench.  
Repeat this process daily for the first month or so. Although a plant with a living root system will draw water from the 
mix at a somewhat faster rate, this step will give you a good idea of evaporation rates without disturbing a newly potted 
specimen. As time goes on, you won't need to check the pots as often, but continue checking about twice a week for the 
first year, to ensure the evaporation rate is consistent over time and that the mix is not breaking down prematurely.  
 

Haste Makes Waste or Take Your Time  
Orchids are perennial herbaceous plants that tend to be very long-lived. They grow slowly, often taking a full year to 
complete the growth cycle, beginning with the initiation of the new foliar growth and ending with the final maturation of 
the growth and rest period, if any. So, withhold judgments about the new potting mix until the plant has completed two 
full growth cycles; only then can you truly determine the ultimate suitability of the mix.  
 

As stated above, most orchids will respond positively to fresh mix, especially at first. This initial response should not be 
viewed as long-term acceptance on the part of the plant. If the plants are repotted during active growth, little will halt their 
root penetration other than absolutely hostile conditions in the mix or mechanical damage. Rooting orchids are very  
determined plants and those roots will grow, come hell or high water. It is the root growth in the second year that  
concerns us most. By the time the plant has initiated its second growth cycle in the new media, any "excessive  
exuberance" on the part of the plant will have run its course and the plant's reaction will be "its real opinion" of the mix. 
As the plant begins to root into the new mix, watch for several things. First, be sure the root system is really penetrating 
into the new mix. If most of the new roots run along the surface of the media and don't penetrate well into it, something is 
amiss. The center of the pot may be staying too wet or air circulation is poor just beneath the surface of the mix. Be on the 
lookout for root tips that touch the surface of the mix, then die or stop growing. This indicates that excessive salts or other 
chemicals are accumulating on the surface of the mix and killing the roots before they can work their way through it.  
Many plants will produce a smaller than normal growth immediately after repotting. In a perfect world where the plants 
are repotted at just the right time, the size and stamina of the new growth should equal that of previous cycles; height and 
girth of the new pseudobulb of sympodial orchids should be the same as the prior year. Leaf length and leaf width of 
monopodial orchids should follow the same pattern. But we do not live in a perfect world, and some reduction in the size 
of the growth is to be expected, this reduction should not last past the first year, however. By the time the plant has  
completed its second growth cycle in the new material, it should be completely adjusted and growth should have returned 
to normal. If this is not the case, you should look to the pot first, provided that all other cultural parameters are constant. 
If, for example, in the year following repotting there were significant changes in light or humidity levels, the failure of the 
plant to equal the growth of previous years may not be connected to the new potting media. However, if all other cultural 
parameters are constant, then the blame can probably be placed on the new mix. You should remove the plant from the 
pot and see what is going on. Things to look for include improper water retention, e.g. the mix is either too wet or too dry, 
breakdown of the mix, snow mold or other physical problems.  
 

Of course, the flowers our plants produce are the final proof. Flowers produced during the second growth cycle should be 
equal to or better in quality and quantity than flowers produced prior to repotting. If they are not, then look to the pot once 
again as outlined above. 
  

Stability Is A Good Thing  
Retention of accumulated salts and stability of the pH of the mix are two very important considerations that are often 
overlooked. Excessive buildup of salts in the mix and large changes in the pH over time can deter root growth, prevent 
uptake of nutrients and may kill the entire root system of the plant. When the grower is accustomed to the mix and knows 
its properties, steps can be taken to deal with the negative properties. For example, coconut husk is extremely absorbent 
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and can retain too much fertilizer over time. Growers who are aware of this trait flush the pots with running water  
regularly to wash out excess salts. Sphagnum moss becomes increasingly acidic with age and growers know to repot their 
plants before the pH crashes. Determining these traits and taking note of them early in the game keeps the grower aware 
of possible negative aspects of the mix and allows him to take appropriate measures.  
 

Both pH and salinity can be checked by various pour-through methods. These methods, although simple, are too lengthy 
to describe in this article, but directions are easily accessible in many general gardening books and websites. Ideally, the 
total dissolved salts and pH level should be checked on a monthly basis for the entire length of the evaluation period.  
 

But Will It Last?  
The final step in the evaluation is to determine the lasting qualities of the new mix. Most orchid growers prefer a mix for 
mature plants that will last at least two years, preferably three, under normal conditions. This is not as important to those 
who grow plants that prefer annual repotting, but even seedlings repotted every eight months need a mix that retains good 
drainage and air circulation around the roots.  
 

This is another situation where the pots full of mix really pay off. At the end of the evaluation period, it is a simple matter 
to dump the pots of mix one last time and take a good look at the condition of the mix. Has it retained its initial shape? 
Has it retained its original texture and substance or is it now slimy and falls apart at the slightest touch? Is the particle size 
still consistent throughout the pot or are there large pieces at the top of the pot while the middle of the pot resembles some 
sort of black sludge? Ask yourself these questions as you examine the mix.  
 

 Some Final Thoughts  
Experimenting with new ideas and products is part of the fun of growing orchids, provided you go about it with a plan for 
evaluating those ideas and products. Willy-nilly experimentation will more than likely end in frustration and dead plants, 
not good results. Plan your experiments and take your time in evaluating your results.  
 

Learn marketing buzz words and phrases, then learn to ignore them immediately. Don't believe everything you hear and 
read. The sooner you learn that phrases like "you can't overwater this mix," "you can re-use this medium over and over 
again" and "you'll never have to repot again" are a lot of hooey, then the better off you will be. Salespeople are exactly 
that, and they are there to sell you a product. Understand that, and you are a lot better off. Remember that orchids will 
grow in almost any media, provided you are willing to make adjustments in your cultural methods to accommodate their 
needs in that media. Everything depends upon how many changes you are willing to make and how many plants you are 
willing kill while you learn to manage them in an unorthodox mix.  
 

Finally, understand there is no one medium that will work for all genera. As much as we would love to have "only one 
mix on the range," unless you grow only one genus, you will need to use at least a couple of different media for your 
plants. You may find a mix that you love, but it may not work well with the pots you use. You may have to change the 
type of pot to get the maximum benefit from that particular mix. I had to do exactly that several years ago and my plants 
and I are very happy I did. Never be afraid to experiment and never stop learning, just take your time doing it and  
remember the advice of great voice teachers to their students "Make haste slowly!" and all will be well. Since you are 
probably wondering, my preferred mix for most genera is equal parts coconut husk, medium diatomite and #3 perlite. I 
also use a 50/50 mix of chopped sphagnum and #3 perlite for pleurothallids and seedlings. Works for me!  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


